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Global demand for technology talent has created a vacuum for skilled or 
experienced professionals in the spaces of software development, 
analysis, data and design. We need these people to create the 
technology-based platforms which are growing or transforming our 
businesses, or our clients' businesses.

Finding and recruiting people who are skilled in these areas, and are a �t 
for company culture, projects and strategy has proven to be a challenge 
quite di�erent to most other industries. A challenge we all share.

These are insights into how we approach all aspects of recruitment at 
Entelect, and a window into the practices we follow to successfully 
attract, assess and onboard people in a highly competitive landscape.
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Entelect’s EVP is all 
about our culture. 
We created The Lore of Entelect to describe 
and share our unique culture with 
candidates.

Why not let us facilitate the discovering of 
an EVP for one of your departments?

Get in touch. 

Entelect is a people-�rst organisation, over the 
years we have  focused on creating a distinct and 
relatable employee value proposition (EVP). 
This is our primary candidate drawcard. 

Magnetise
your EVP

A strong EVP is what tech 
professionals look for
A magnetic EVP must shine a spotlight on culture, vision 
and mission, but from our employees’ perspectives.

Potential candidates should have a clear understanding of 
what they’ll get out of working for us, other than 
compensation. Other building blocks of a successful 
EVP include bene�ts, career development and growth, 
work environment, and culture.

The value proposition needs to be truthful to be 
believable. Management and HR don't "just know best" – 
we asked existing employees to get this message right.

The size and success of an 
organisation isn’t enough of a 
pull anymore
The best candidates are well-informed of their options, 
the competition in the market, and want to make a 
di�erence.

Over the past two decades, we’ve seen a drift from people 
wanting to work in big organisations to people wanting to 
work for start-ups, where the perception is that there is a 
clearer path to making an impact, or holding true 
ownership.

Silicon valley has taught the community that there is a 
culture where engineering is a �rst-class citizen in an 
organisation, where geeks can be heroes. There is a 
growing dissatisfaction with the idea of a 'traditional 
corporate' where technical people are order takers at the 
bottom of the food-chain.

PRESS
START

This is a fundamental �rst step – a strong EVP is the basis for the rest of a tech recruitment strategy. This is far-reaching, 
and can mean reimagining culture altogether if you don't already have an existing unique or attractive culture to 
spotlight. Consider an honest review of what you o�er candidates, and rede�ning your culture where it doesn’t contribute 
to the EVP you need. 

https://theloreof.entelect.co.za/
https://theloreof.entelect.co.za/
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Find the right
candidates
We know that �nding the right skilled IT workers requires 
tenacity, time, and e�ort. Together with our talent 
acquisition team, Entelect follows these steps when 
searching for the right candidates.

We've established criteria for the types of candidates we look 
for and personally brief our HR/recruitment team
This usually requires a follow-up every 6-12 months explaining why we liked or 
rejected certain CVs and candidates.

Once our HR/recruitment team knows the parameters we’ve 
de�ned above, we train them until they know exactly 
what we’re looking for
This includes sitting with them every few months to go over CVs received.

This relatively small time investment will reap dividends over the years.

Finally, if we are looking for a speci�c type of candidate and 
we’re not satis�ed with what the recruitment team is 
sending, management gets involved to help them out
We jump onto LinkedIn and do some headhunting ourselves. LinkedIn 
gives you 5 free messages per month.

We prioritise potential – adaptability and coachability – for 
the medium- to long-term
We de�ne a great hire as someone who could be a high performer in the 
medium term, rather than someone who could be doing an average job from 
day 1. 

Looking for culture-�t, problem-solving and relevant 
experience are our primary priorities, followed by technical 
experience, and �nally domain experience
Finding individuals with the right culture match and alignment of expectations 
is the most important deal-breaker for both parties. We spend a lot of time 
thinking about what "�t" means to us, and make sure it is clearly articulated in 
our recruitment marketing. Empty and generic expectations are just as much 
of a turn-o� as opposing views.
Technology and domain can be learnt. Genuine problem-solving skills and 
relevant experience are invaluable.

Having a structured �ltering process in place allows us to 
identify candidates with useful problem-solving skills even 
before the interview
We look out for the following before deciding which candidates to interview:

•  The candidate’s previous company. Some companies give their people a lot  
   of autonomy, which tends to yield stronger problem-solvers.

•  The type of project the candidate was working on and whether is it similar to  
   ours.

•  The candidate’s role in the project.  Has the candidate had several years of  
   growth in their previous roles, or the same year of experience on repeat? 

•  The candidate’s education. Certain universities tend to produce stronger  
   problem-solvers.

In some instances, subpar experience can be overlooked 
where compelling soft skills are present
Coachability (receptiveness and ability to learn), mentorship ability (proven 
experience rapidly upskilling others) and leadership are trade-o�s for us with 
things like tech skill, problem-solving and experience. 

For example, someone who is a very senior candidate but has poor 
mentorship ability will not be a good �t, whereas it wouldn't matter for a 
more junior candidate as they wouldn't be expected to mentor anybody for 
some time. In that case, coachability is more important. We also take more 
chances on tech �t/experience if leadership and coachability are high.  

We use broad categories of tech skills to prevent �ltering 
people out too aggressively
We determine whether the candidate worked in one of our enterprise 
technology stacks, and has enough expertise to adapt to our needs.

This is not treated as a checklist exercise. Only trying to tick boxes will rule out 
many candidates who don’t list everything on a CV, or worse, rule out someone 
great based on something they could learn in less than a few months.

Tech �t becomes more important the more senior the role or candidate is. For 
juniors or intermediates, we relax the tech �t constraints and focus on 
adaptability, problem-solving and potential. For seniors, we bump up the 
priority on tech �t and make sure they can hit the project running and teach 
others on the team. 
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We are happy to sit in some interviews with you so that we can both learn from each 
other during the process, or do some mock interviews with you.

Entelect covers these three areas during interviews:

•  Can the individual solve problems and show a rational thought process? This is  
   determined by seeing whether they can articulate decisions made on their current  
   or previous projects.

•  Do they understand the fundamentals? We ask core language, pattern      
   and design questions through exploration or pen and paper rather than      
   looking for textbook answers.

•  Are they a culture �t? We ask personal questions to �nd out what drives      
   them and whether they understand our EVP.

We understand that we will rarely �nd an “out-the-box” person with all the 
technology, domain skills, and experience that completely matches what we do. We 
choose to trade o� things that can be learned on the job.

Great candidates who can learn faster but without the requisite tech experience may 
outperform average or weak candidates with perfect tech experience, in a short 
period of time. 

Our interviews are tailored to the seniority of the individual. A good approach for 
this is an incremental one. We incrementally step up the complexity of the interview 
until we �nd the ceiling of their experience or understanding.  For juniors we focus on 
theory and fundamentals, and for seniors  we also work up to design and enterprise 
technology problems in their language of choice. 

Mutual assessments One-way interviews

We set our interviews up so that they are conversations rather than textbook 
interrogations. This ensures that we’re not ruling out great candidates that are simply 
nervous. Remember that some people have only ever been to one or two interviews 
in their whole lives.

Listen more and talk less is our strategy. We always make space in the interview for 
Q&A. Questions they ask give us insight into their thought process, research and 
engagement.

We never make a candidate feel like our time is more valuable than theirs by 
rushing interviews. This is to avoid focusing solely on what we want to get out of it 

rather than what the candidate needs to get out of it.

We avoid large panel interviews. Having more decision-makers doesn’t always lead 
to better decisions or no mistakes.

We don't press on with convoluted questions that a candidate clearly doesn’t 
actually know. At this point you need to rather interrogate how the person would go 

about learning these things on the job (a key skill), rather than making them feel 
inadequate. 

Our teams refrain from doing multi-stage interviews for non-specialised or 
non-leadership roles. The best people don’t want to (or need to) jump through 

multiple hoops to get a great job.

We keep away from check-listing technologies and asking questions around the 
syntax. We �nd that technically-oriented or inexperienced interviewers tend to do 

this. We don’t ask  simple questions that can be Googled or learnt easily.

Keeping in mind that interviews are two-way opportunities is crucial. We treat the 
interview as a sales pitch �rst, assessment second. We put e�ort into making it a 

comfortable and memorable experience for the individual. The talent market is hyper 
competitive and interview experiences add to or detract from talent brands. Sell your 

company, culture and mission, and paint a clear career roadmap to stand out.

We focus on these aspects of an interview How we avoid alienating candidates

Conduct smart
interviews

The interview is the ultimate opportunity to convince 
a candidate of your value proposition and make 

your recruitment marketing real. We believe it takes 
loads of practice and great judgement to assess for 

skill, �t and experience while still creating a space for 
mutual sharing and respect.
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Ensure a welcoming
and insightful
onboarding
First impressions matter. Change is scary, so we have taken 
these opportunities to take some of those fears away.

We group our new starters 
together 
We try to keep start dates to only once or twice a 
month. It’s less intimidating and easier to form 
connections with those who start this journey 
with you. Every recruit's �rst community is that of 
the group of people they joined with.

The basics are done upfront and we make sure it’s 
organised, personal and friendly – meet and 
greet, have hardware ready, access sorted and 
accounts set up.

New starters are helped 
along to form connections
This includes ensuring that each new person is 
introduced to all the important role-players in their 
department, their collaborators and their peers. 

Don’t leave them in the dark to �gure it out on their 
own.

Su�cient preparation helps 
us in the long run
For larger and growing tech teams, we show a proper 
degree of preparation, and have team leaders take it 
seriously. We understand that good culture won't just 
take care of everything.

Taking great care with onboarding will avoid the risk 
of new candidates getting "cold feet" and leaving 
within the �rst few months back to their (familiar) 
previous employer.

This can only be done with any rigour if the 
onboarding process is properly owned by 
somebody. Individual freedom and accountability to 
design and operate onboarding as a series of steps 
that are repeatable with every new cohort. 

Leadership makes a 
personal e�ort
Our senior management team know to make the 
time and e�ort to meet the new employees 
personally in the �rst few days – over a group 
co�ee, breakfast, or discussion of some kind. 

This reveals the sense of importance you place 
on them as people and the roles they �ll. 

We focus on ramp-up 
content that is new or 
important
This doesn't include the things that will be 
learned on the job. 

In your world, this might be the domain, history of 
the organisation, history organisation, or history of 
the department and/or project. It might also be 
who’s who and introductions to key team 
members. 
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Ensure that your admin 
process isn’t tedious
Overbearing or slow governance and admin 
are quick ways to turn candidates o� as they 
extrapolate that experience to what they 
would encounter on-the-job.

Make the whole process 
e�cient and responsive
The best people have choices – keeping 
them waiting due to red tape means that they 
will look for opportunities elsewhere. 

The time between the �rst discussion and 
the interview should be minimal. 

The time between the interview and getting 
back to them with an answer should also be 
minimal. Make quick decisions and respond 
transparently. 

Make it personal
Our best people (and leadership) are involved 
in the process and bring some fun into it. 

This doesn’t need to all be the interview. 
It can be achieved via an email, 
or during the onboarding.

A personal and memorable experience for 
new candidates can be as simple as someone 
in leadership greeting them by name on their 
�rst day. 

Recruitment
is a journey
for the candidate
We believe that recruiting technology talent is a leadership problem, 
not an a HR problem. The entire journey from the initial contact to 
their exit interview (or retirement!) must receive attention and 
consideration from our full leadership team, and we always ask 
ourselves whether it speaks to our EVP.

There are a few key principles here.



Recruitment
Magnetising your EVP

Finding the right candidates
Smart interviews

Onboarding

Working remotely
Remote Conversations

Decision-making manifesto
Keeping culture alive

Retention
Culture and community

Practical tools for growth
Leadership development

Methodology
Flexibility in process

Context, conduct and awareness
Prioritising business value

Communicating with business language

Problem Solving
 Facilitated design sprints

Upfront versus continuous analysis
Co-design and collaboration

Quality
Pragmatism in practice

Shared expectations of done
User adoption and buy-in 

START THE
CONVERSATION

Shape your business for the future.

solutions@entelect.co.za

We have been building and running diverse technology teams for 
more than 20 years at Entelect. We'd like to share these experiences 
crafting a culture that draws in the best possible talent across all 
disciplines, and leading large teams to real business results through 
skill, meaningful processes and critical thinking. DELIVERY
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entelect.co.za

https://www.entelect.co.za/

